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Details for arrival

This is to let you know that some useful information for your arrival at the University of Warwick is 
now available on the conference website http://ckm2010.warwick.ac.uk/ under "Location and 
Travel".

In particular, you may find the annotated map useful:
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/research/epp/meetings/ckm2010/location/CKM2010-
campus-map.pdf

If arriving by train, the nearest mainline train station is Coventry (not Warwick!).  From there the 
simplest way is by taxi, although there are also direct buses.

Birmingham airport is sufficiently close that it is possible to take a taxi directly from the airport to 
the University.  Alternatively, go by train to Coventry, then go as above.

If arriving by car, you can park in car park 15. Note that access to the University from the A46 is 
closed due to roadworks (more details here). Diversions are in place to redirect all access via the 
A45.

If arriving during the day time, please come first of all to the conference reception, which will be 
located on the Science concourse. There will be a room in which you can leave baggage.  Keys for 
your accommodation should be collected from the Rootes social building – if arriving outside 
normal working hours, please go directly there.  The Rootes social building is also where all meals 
will be provided during the workshop (except for the conference dinner on Thursday 9th).

If you have to give instructions to a taxi driver, you can ask for "the physics department" if you want 
to go first to the meeting place (if they do not know where that is, either show them the map, or ask 
for "the gatehouse" -- number 22 on the map -- which should be manned by a guard who can then 
tell you where to go.  If you want to go first to the accommodation, taxi drivers should understand 
"the Rootes social building", which is also the location they are most likely to understand as "the 
University of Warwick".  Note that everything on campus is fairly close together, so unless you are 
carrying heavy baggage, you are unlikely to go badly wrong!

Don't hesitate to let me know if you have any questions (but please be patient if my reply is slow in 
coming).

Looking forward to welcoming you to Warwick.

Tim Gershon,
on behalf of the organising committees.
ckm2010@warwick.ac.uk
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